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BLACK BELT TRAINING GOALS
FIRST CYCLE

FINAL CYCLE

RUN at least two times per week. Runs

RUN at least two times per week. Runs

should be 2-3 miles. Warm up before
running, stretch following the run. Do not
stop during runs. Our goal at this point is
NOT to be able to run two miles fast, but to
become comfortable and confident running
two miles or more. Once we have achieved
this, we can then work on improving our
pace.

should be 2-3 miles. At this point in your
training, running two miles or more without
stopping should not be much of a challenge.
This means we can now train for gain.
Your goal should be to run two miles in 16
minutes or less.

Pushups, crunches and squats EVERY

do flawless technique. You should be
able to execute at least 20 pushups without a
single pause. This will help ensure that you
will be able to achieve your Black Belt.

OTHER DAY. Without fail. Be sure to
do flawless technique. Don’t cheat
yourself or your Sensei by doing improper
pushups. Everyone admires ten perfect
pushups much more than 100 “half” pushups.
Begin by doing five sets of ten of each every
other day. When you can do this with
confidence, begin adding another set of ten
until you’ve reached ten sets of ten every
other day.
Work on your flexibility! If you cannot
achieve a near full split and hold a front kick
above head level, you should be stretching
and pumping kicks with perfect form with
intensity daily. This will allow you to have
kicking skills you never would have thought
possible. You should use the same five sets of
ten idea as the fitness.
Creative Kumite! You should be creating a
strong creative kumite that will highlight your
skills at your Black Belt Spectacular.

Pushups, crunches and squats EVERY
OTHER DAY. Without fail. Be sure to

Work on your flexibility! Kicks should be
at head level or above unless otherwise
discussed with Sensei.
Creative Kumite! You should be entering
your final cycle with a nearly complete
Creative Kumite that highlights your skills. We
can then spend this final cycle fine tuning and
perfecting your routine.

